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"Happy death day"
A recent paper by Alderson' shows that old people are less
likely to die in the months preceding their birthdays than
they are in those which follow. Using mortality data for Eng-
land and Wales in 1972 he found a statistically significant
cyclical change in the death rate in both men and women over
the age of 74. Below that age, however, there was no apparent
relation between death date and birth date.
The lowest mortality rate occurred two months before the

month of birth. During the birth month itself deaths were
slightly more frequent than expected, and the rate reached a
peak a month later. These changes were evident in all the
marital groups in both sexes but were more pronounced in
men than in women and in married, separated, or divorced
than in single or widowed.
Though the findings affected only 1%/' of the deaths, they

confirm the clinical observation that some people seem able
to influence the time when they die. One old lady, for example,
had a bet with her minister that, contrary to her doctor's
prediction, she would survive until Christmas. She won her
bet and on Christmas Day demanded payment of the debt;
she then died peacefully.
Evidence from research certainly supports the view that

psychological factors can play a part in determining the length
of survival. Weisman and Worden2 recently compared
patients with cancer who survived for longer than survival
statistics would suggest with others whose death occurred
sooner than predicted. They found that motivation to survive,
as expressed in "rising resentment" as the illness progressed
and a positive attitude to treatment, was associated with longer
survival. Conversely patients who expressed a wish to die
or a ready acceptance of death died sooner than expected.
Similarly, several studies3 4 suggest that patients with coronary
thrombosis who are prone to depression or become depressed
after an infarction are less likely to survive than those who are
not melancholic.

All in all it seems that attitudes of determination and hope
prolong life, whereas acceptance of death or attitudes of gloom
and despondency shorten it. Hence, perhaps, the increased
death rate which has been found after the death of a spouse. 5
A birthday is a social phenomenon whose importance

changes with age. In childhood it is regarded with enthusiasm
as a sign of increasing maturity and a cause for celebration.
In middle life age is no longer a cause for pride and the birthday
declines in importance. In old age, however, it again becomes
significant: each birthday is an achievement, a source ofesteem,
evidence that the old man or woman has cheated death for
another year. In many cases, therefore, the motivation to
stay alive rises during the months preceding the birthday and
drops away sharply thereafter. Whether this change in attitude
leads to self-neglect or whether other, more subtle psycho-
somatic influences account for the change in the death rate
remains unknown.
Whatever the explanation for these findings, they emphasise

the importance of psychosocial factors in the care of the

dying. If old people are willing and able to stay alive for the
sake of something as trivial as a birthday then it should not
be too difficult to help them to find other reasons. An example
was set by one patient with an advanced cancer who knew that
she had little chance of surviving until her birthday. With the
encouragement of one of the doctors in the hospital she held
a "death day party"; champagne flowed and a good time was
had by all. So successful was this party that the patient decided
to stay around for several more. The advantage of a "death
day," as she explained, was that, since any day can be our
last, any day of life can be a cause for celebration.
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Susceptibility to cholera
No one fully understands why in a population apparently
equally exposed to an infecting organism some become infected
while others do not nor why some of those infected remain
asymptomatic while others have symptoms of varying severity.
Strictly speaking, susceptibility to infection refers to infection
regardless of symptoms, but here we will also consider the
presence or absence of symptoms and their severity.

People living in areas endemic for cholera are less susceptible
than those in non-endemic areas, and in endemic areas
children are more susceptible than older persons-though
infants tend to be relatively immune. This resistance in older
persons is related to the level of vibriocidal antibody in the
serum, and it is tempting to suggest that swallowing organisms
repeatedly maintains a protective level of vibriocidal antibody;
the observation that a single dose of vaccine protects older
persons whereas two are required for children supports this
view. In addition, the higher the titre the more likely is the
infection to be asymptomatic. The closer the contact to a
patient (household, neighbourhood, community) the more
likely is infection. This may be a manifestation of size of
ingested dose, since in volunteers the larger the dose the more
likely is infection and where symptomatic the shorter the
incubation period.

In the 1974 Italian outbreak' only a small proportion of
those who had eaten presumably infected food developed
symptoms; of 70 who did, 24 (34%) had undergone gastric
resection, while in 30 others considered fit for investigation
14 had histamine-fast achlorhydria and others were thought to
respond subnormally. The incubation period was less than 24
hours in the patients who had had a gastrectomy; 37 hours in
those with achlorhydria; and 72 hours in those with normal
secretion. Whereas two-thirds of patients with either a
gastrectomy or achlorhydria had severe illness, this occurred
in less than half of those with normal stomach acid. In volun-
teers given cholera vibrios by mouth, bicarbonate given
simultaneously profoundly affected the results2; 44 out of 52
given bicarbonate became infected and 20% ofthese had severe
diarrhoea, whereas only 5 of 19 given no alkali became infected
and then only mild diarrhoea ensued. Vibrios survive much
longer in the gastric juice of those with achlorhydria than in
normal gastric juice.
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Vaccination with two doses of killed parenteral vaccine gives
perhaps 50%0 protection for about three months; it reduces the
incidence of symptomatic infection but does not reduce the
severity of symptoms. Probably the protective effect rests on
the short-lived local production of copro-antibody (IgA)
within the bowel.

It seems, then, that the greater the dose of cholera organisms
reaching the small intestine the greater the susceptibility, the
shorter the incubation period, and the more severe the
symptoms. Patients who have undergone gastrectomy are at
greater risk. The outcome is influenced, however, by previous
experience of naturally ingested live organisms and by the
administration of killed parenteral vaccine, which exert their
effect by means of copro-antibody-and probably by serum
antibody in addition-but there is still some individual factor
as yet unknown.
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Immunisation against
dental caries

Since dental caries is a bacterial disease it might reasonably
be expected to be preventable by immunological means. As
long ago as the 1940s unsuccessful attempts were made to
prevent caries by injecting human volunteers with oral strains
of lact3bacilli, then believed to be the causal organisms.'
This approach was not developed, however, when it became
increasingly apparent that lactobacilli did not occupy such a
central role in caries as had been thought. Furthermore, the
teeth seemed immunologically to be "outside" the body and
unavailable to antibodies in saliva-which in any case are
present in concentrations much below their plasma levels.2
Two developments during the last decade or so have revived

interest in the feasibility of immunisation against caries.
Firstly, the discovery that a serum-like fluid (gingival or
crevicular fluid) seeps through the crevice between the gingiva
and the teeth,3 and that it contains up to half of the serum
concentration of antibodies,2 raised hopes that appropriate
antibodies could reach at least the smooth surfaces of the
teeth if not the more vulnerable occlusal fissures of the molars.
Secondly, circumstantial evidence has accumulated that
Streptococcus mutans, many strains of which are highly
cariogenic in animals, may be associated with dental caries
in man.4" Such a role had been suggested originally in 1924
but had been eclipsed by the emphasis on lactobacilli. Str
mutans is not only a powerful acid producer but also contains
the enzyme dextran sucrase (or glucosyl transferase) which
synthesises the bulky, sticky polysaccharides (dextrans) from
sucrase which are thought to favour caries by facilitating the
colonisation and adhesion of Str mutans and other bacteria
to the enamel surface. These developments led to several
attempts to immunise rodents7 8 and monkeys9 10 against
either Str mutans or preparations of glucosyl transferase. The
results have been variable, and in some experiments completely
negative,8 especially when the enzyme has been used as an
antigen. The results of immunisation by cells, however, have
been more promising, though still variable.
Bowen et a19 in one experiment immunised groups of three

monkeys by eight injections of whole cell suspensions of
Str mutans over three weeks followed by four booster doses
21 years later and a further dose after 5-t years. The monkeys
ate a caries-producing diet for seven years, when the three
immunised animals had fewer than 20 lesions compared with
over 50 in the three saline-injected controls. This difference
was not, however, statistically significant and arose largely
because one immunised animal was almost caries-free and
one control animal had rampant caries. In a similar experiment
but with disintegrated cells as the antigen four immunised
monkeys have remained virtually caries-free for four years
while the five controls have developed a total of 64 cavities.
Injection of preparations of glucosyl transferase, which were
expected to produce antibodies inhibitory to the enzyme and
therefore reduce the amount of bacterial plaque, inexplicably
tended to increase the density of Str mutans and the number
of carious cavities.

Lehner et all0 succeeded in postponing the first appearance
of caries on the smooth surfaces in 4 of 12 immunised monkeys
for 70 weeks compared with its average appearance at 17
weeks in the 11 controls. Antibodies had appeared within four
weeks in the four animals in which caries was delayed; but
in the others antibody production was not evident until
20-48 weeks, and caries had begun and progressed before the
titre reached effective concentrations. These unexplained
differences between the rate ofantibody production presumably
explain the variations observed by researchers. Caries in the
occlusal fissures was also delayed in the immunised animals
but much less dramatically than on the smooth surfaces-
a finding which supports the conclusion that the antibodies
were reaching the teeth from gingival fluid, which would be
considerably diluted by the time it reached the occlusal
surfaces of the teeth. Further evidence of the role of gingiva 1
fluid came from the reduction in numbers of Str mutans in
plaque near the gingival crevice compared with plaque else-
where and saliva.'1
These results encourage the hope that an effective vaccine

may eventually be developed against caries in man, but many
problems remain. Why do some animals respond so slowly to
the antigen? If caries is preventable by immunisation why
does one attack ofthe disease not produce a natural immunity ?
Many of these experiments were biased towards a positive
result because the animals' mouths were heavily infected with
the organisms used as the antigen. Ifsome strains of Str mutans
were specifically inhibited by immunisation in man could we
be sure that other serotypes of this species (or possibly other
acid-producing bacteria commonly present in dental plaque)
would not take over their cariogenic role ? Furthermore, great
care will need to be taken to ensure that there is no danger of
producing heart-reactive antibodies in response to strepto-
coccal antigens. These difficulties will have to be overcome
before immunisation against caries becomes practicable.
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